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Summary
Defects such as gas pores can be formed and trapped in the fusion zone during
laser welding. These defects can significantly affect the mechanical reliabil-
ity of the welded joint. Current nondestructive inspection technologies are
able to detect micro-voids in a mass production context. Finite element anal-
ysis can therefore be used to assess the lifetime of an observed component
via image-based modeling. Unfortunately, running a simulation per compo-
nent entails a huge and generally unaffordable computational cost. In addition,
voids do not admit a parametric modeling. In this paper, a numerical method is
proposed to study the impact of defects on the mechanical response of a welded
joint. It is based on model order reduction techniques that decrease the compu-
tational cost of each simulation related to an image-based modeling. To tackle
the reduction of nonparametric defects, a multiscale construction of the reduced
basis is proposed, although no scale separation is assumed when computing
the mechanical response of the structure. Some empirical modes are repre-
senting the structure behavior and other empirical modes are related to the
defect-induced local fluctuations. They are then assembled to simulate a defec-
tive joint. Assets and limitations of the proposed method are explored through
a simplified two-dimensional (2D) problem. For the sake of reproducibility,
this 2D problem is fully parametric. Finally, a realistic three-dimensional (3D)
industrial case is presented, where voids geometries have been measured via
computed tomography. This 3D problem being nonparametric, fluctuation
modes must be computed on the fly, once the computed tomography has been
performed.

K E Y W O R D S

combinatorial model order reduction, elasto-plasticity, impossible sampling, material health
monitoring, reduced order model

1 INTRODUCTION

Direct numerical simulations (DNSs) have been introduced in fluid mechanics to account for the wide range of scales
in turbulent flows,1 without using a simplified modeling of motions at small scales. In mechanics of heterogeneous
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materials, DNSs can be used as reference solutions for stresses and displacements in order to assess the accuracy of
homogenization theories as proposed in References 2 and 3. This can also help to develop physical models with a deep
understanding of deformation mechanisms as in References 4-7. In the present paper, a method dedicated to the direct
numerical simulation of welded joints containing void defects is proposed. The numerical simulation aims at determin-
ing whether a defect will cause an early fatigue failure of the welded joint or not. Fatigue cracks generally initiate at these
internal defects, acting as stress concentrators.8 The need for such DNSs increases as nondestructive inspection of serial
produced components spreads in the manufacturing industries. Nondestructive inspection techniques are able to detect
and locate voids for a wide range of materials and welding processes: resistance seam welding of aluminium, zinc, and
galvanized steel,9 resistance spot welding of ferritic/martensitic steels,10 electron beam welding of steel to Fe-Al alloy11

or laser welding of stainless steels12 and aluminium alloys.13 Moreover, image-based meshing methods14 enable to gen-
erate complex finite element meshes of three-dimensional (3D) digital images obtained by such techniques. Hence, with
a convenient informatics integration platform, as proposed in Reference 15, DNSs for defect modeling via finite element
simulations can be achieved. Unfortunately, it cannot be used as a tool to assess the quality of a component in a serial pro-
duction framework. The required fine meshes generally lead to prohibitive computational time particularly when cyclic
loadings are considered.

In recent years, model reduction methods have been developed for parametric problems, like the proper orthog-
onal decomposition (POD) method16-18 or the proper generalized decomposition (PGD) method,19 as well as the
hyper-reduction method (HRM).20,21 These methods are used to decrease the computational cost of numerical simu-
lations: balance equations are projected onto an empirical reduced basis in order to speed-up numerical predictions.
Therefore, they are of huge interest when limited resources are available.

Model order reduction techniques have already been applied to assess the effect of local modifications on structural
failures. The static condensation reduced basis method22 is used in Reference 23 to solve Helmholtz partial differential
equations in complex geometries. A library of reduced order models is built for subparts of the component. To simulate
the full geometry, these reduced order models are assembled. In Reference 24, the PGD is used to estimate the stresses
within plates containing holes. However, such an approach cannot be applied in the current case because no parametriza-
tion can be achieved. Indeed, it is not realistic to think that the high spatial resolution of 3D digital images could be
parameterized. Usual offline-online approaches developed for reducing parametric nonlinear mechanical problems are
no more appropriate here. The ArbiLoMod method25 proposes to decompose a structure in several subdomains and to
build a reduced order model per subdomain. An error indicator allows to find the reduced order models to modify in
order to take into account a local modification of the problem. Wang et al.26 propose a local enhancement of a reduced
order model to take into account notches in dynamically loaded panels. A similar approach is used in this paper, without
assuming that the local effects induced by the defects are mostly linear. Fluctuation modes are computed on the fly and
added in an hyper-reduced order model (HROM). Both meshing and numerical simulation steps are accelerated by the
proposed approach.

This work aims at providing a numerical method to assess the mechanical reliability of serial-produced compo-
nents that can contain voids observed by a nondestructive inspection. Since nonparametric defects are considered
here, a dedicated data workflow has been developed. The main objective is to assimilate data in order to accelerate
forecoming predictions. Figure 1 provides a simplified workflow of the design and production procedure, respectively
denoted “Initial studies” and “Mass production.” The durations required for each step are displayed on the time line
on the right-hand side. The hyper-reduced DNS is performed at the quality assessment step if defects are observed
during the nondestructive inspection. This requires the methodology to be highly adaptable to the input of experimen-
tal data. Moreover, results must be provided in a very short time (typically less than a few hours), and be accurate
enough to justify the commissioning of the component. The proposed workflow can be compared to the data driven
approach proposed in Reference 27. In the current work, input data are experimental 3D images without any possi-
ble parameterization. The data concerning the voids directly come from nondestructive inspections, for instance X-ray
computed tomography (see Figure 2). Even though numerical methods enable the meshing of images,14 this step is
not yet sufficiently automated to be applied in an industrial context. As a consequence, methods that can handle non-
conformal or disconnected meshes are of great interest. Among these methods, one can cite the Arlequin method,
that has been coupled with the Latin-PGD method in Reference 28, a discontinuous Galerkin approach for multiscale
problems introduced in Reference 29 and the HRM.21 The present paper focuses on the latter method, described in
Section 2.2.

The present paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the framework of the study. The targeted problem is
described and the steps of the methodology are detailed. A first application in two-dimension (2D) is proposed in Section 3.
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F I G U R E 1 Simplified workflow of component design. Some
parameters (μG) are known before the mass production, but when defects
are observed, an image-based modeling must be performed [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 2 Three-dimensional reconstruction of an X-ray
computed tomography image. All volumes in red are voids due to
the welding process [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

This application is fully parameterized in order to be reproducible. Eventually, Section 4 presents a 3D realistic and
nonparametric case.

2 METHOD

In this section, the targeted mechanical problem is assumed to be nonparametrizable. Thus it does not fit into the classical
tensor-based model order reduction framework as presented in Section 2.1. This targeted problem is hence setup like an
HROM although the related full order model is never simulated (Section 2.2). The reduced basis of this HROM is created
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on the fly once the image of the defect is available. A dedicated workflow is proposed in Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. The
case of the defects intersecting a free surface and thus modifying the domain boundary is not addressed here.

2.1 Limitations of classical tensor-based model order reduction

Fatigue criteria are based on stress predictions related to elasto-plastic constitutive equations, a weak form of equilib-
rium equations and cyclic loading. Stresses, denoted by 𝝈, are the dual variables of a mechanical problem, which primal
variables are displacements u. Usually, the mechanical problems for displacement and stress prediction are defined over
a material domain Ω, a time interval [0,T] and a parameter space 𝜇. Formally, the displacement u(x, t,𝝁) depends on
the position x ∈ Ω, the time t ∈ [0,T] and the parameters 𝝁 ∈ 𝜇. It is then possible to define a multilinear map from
Ω × [0,T] ×𝜇 to R that provides the fields with a tensor structure.30,31

Should a classical model order reduction technique based on reduced basis be applied, a low-rank approximation
of this tensor is built. In the current study, the material domain Ω is obtained via computed tomography, or a similar
image-based modeling. It is then specific to one particular component. This means that the tensor approximation must
be achieved for each component, which is not affordable in a limited time. Moreover the complex shapes (see Figure 2)
of the voids observed cannot be parameterized. The extension of tensor-based model order reduction to direct numerical
simulations including variable voids is not straightforward.

2.2 Targeted problem

This work focuses on solving a mechanical problem involving cyclic elasto-plasticity in a body that contains voids under
the small strain assumption. This problem is denoted by ⋆. Because of voids, ⋆ is component specific: each produced
component contains a unique (possibly empty) set of voids. In the following, the superscript ⋆ refers to mathematical
objects that are component specific. The spatial domain occupied by the studied component is Ω⋆ and the time interval
of interest is [0,T]. The displacement field at point x ∈ Ω⋆ and time t ∈ [0,T] is denoted u(x, t). The partial differential
equation governing this problem is the following, for t ∈ (0,T]:

div (𝝈(x, t)) = 0, x ∈ Ω⋆
. (1)

𝝈(x, t) = 𝓐 (𝜺(x, 𝜏), 0 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ t) , x ∈ Ω⋆
. (2)

𝜺(x, t) = 1
2
(
∇u(x, t) + (∇u(x, t))T)

, x ∈ Ω⋆
. (3)

u(x, t) = u0(x, t), x ∈ 𝜕Ω⋆
D. (4)

𝝈(x, t).n = T(x, t).n, x ∈ 𝜕Ω⋆
N . (5)

Under the assumption of quasi-static loadings and neglecting the gravity effects, Equation (1) is the mechanical equi-
librium equation. The stress tensor 𝝈 in the divergence operator of Equation (1) is obtained through the constitutive
equation in Equation (2). As plasticity is involved, the stress state at a given time t depends on the whole deformation
history 𝜺(x, 𝜏), 0 < 𝜏 ≤ t. The operator 𝓐 is described in the following when the constitutive equations are introduced.
As shown in Equation (3), the deformation is the symmetric part of the displacement gradient. Finally, boundary condi-
tions (BCs) are provided by Equations (4) and (5). The first one is a Dirichlet BC and imposes displacement values on a
part of the boundary of the domain 𝜕Ω⋆

D. The BC written in Equation (5) is a Neumann BC. It imposes the normal stress
vector at points of 𝜕Ω⋆

N . Only one of these BCs is applied to each point of the domain boundary : 𝜕Ω⋆ = 𝜕Ω⋆
D ∪ 𝜕Ω⋆

N and
𝜕Ω⋆

D ∩ 𝜕Ω⋆
N = ∅.

In order to get fast DNS, ⋆ is set up as an HROM. Solving numerically ⋆ aims at estimating the displacement field u
over Ω⋆ during the time interval [0,T]. It is sought as a function of x ∈ Ω⋆ and t ∈ [0,T], all other parameters being fixed.
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Under the assumption of separated form of the variables x and t, there exist N⋆ exact modes, denoted by
(
𝝍

⋆

k (x)
)

k=1,…N⋆

such that:

u(x, t) = u0(x, t) +
N⋆∑
k=1

𝝍
⋆

k (x)𝛾
⋆

k (t), (6)

𝝍
⋆

k (x) =
 ⋆∑
i=1
𝝋i(x)V⋆

ik, k = 1,… ,N⋆, N⋆ ≤  ⋆, (7)

where u0 is a given displacement field that fulfills the Dirichlet BCs prescribed over 𝜕Ω⋆
D. ⋆ is the total number of degrees

of freedom (DOFs) in ⋆.
(
𝝋i
) ⋆

i=1 are the shape functions of the related finite element model. V⋆ is a  ⋆ × N⋆ matrix
containing the nodal components of the exact modes

(
𝝍

⋆

k

)N⋆

k=1.
(
𝛾⋆k

)N⋆

k=1 are the reduced coordinates in the exact basis. The
solution field is then searched in the space spanned by the exact modes. The dimension of this space is generally smaller
than the number of DOFs in the problem ⋆. In order to set an hyper-reduced problem, one still has to determine the
reduced integration domain (RID).20,32 This domain denoted by Ω⋆

R is a subdomain of Ω⋆. This domain is generally made
of all the elements containing the interpolation points of the reduced order basis (ROBs) of interest. Of course the ROB
linked to the DOFs of the problem is used, but adding points linked to mechanically relevant ROBs such as stress ROBs
improves the hyper-reduced prediction.32 These interpolation points are determined by using the same algorithm as in the
Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method,33 a restriction of the Empirical Interpolation Method34 to orthonormal reduced
bases. The set of interpolation indices obtained by applying this algorithm to the displacement modes, respectively, the
stress modes is denoted by u, respectively 𝜎 . Interpolation indices are such that the following restriction, V⋆[u, ∶] is
an invertible square matrix. A similar property is also obtained for stress modes. The RID is then:

Ω⋆
R = Ωu ∪ Ω𝜎 ∪ Ωuser, Ωu = ∪i∈u supp

(
𝝋i
)
, Ω𝜎 = ∪i∈𝜎 supp

(
𝝋

𝜎
i
)
. (8)

In Equation (8), Ωuser denotes a zone of interest defined by the user. supp is the support of the shape function and 𝝋𝜎
i

are the shape functions related to the stress tensor in ⋆ (ie, the components of symmetric gradient of (𝝋k)k=1… ). The
indices of the DOFS in Ω⋆

R that are not at the interface between Ω⋆ and Ω⋆
R is denoted ⋆:

⋆ =

{
i ∈ {1,… ⋆},∫Ω⋆⧵Ω⋆

R

(𝝋⋆

i (x))
2 dx = 0

}
. (9)

Solving ⋆ using the HRM reads: Find the reduced coordinates 𝜸⋆ that make vanish the projection of the equilibrium
residual restrained to ⋆:

V⋆[⋆, ∶]Tr⋆
(

V⋆𝛾⋆
)
[⋆] = 0, (10)

where r
(

V⋆𝛾⋆
)

is the residual of the finite-element equilibrium equations associated to the DOFs values V⋆𝛾⋆. If both
⋆ and the related finite element problem (r(q) = 0) have a unique solution, respectively, then the reduced coordi-
nates computed by solving ⋆ are the projections of u⋆ − u⋆

0 on the exact modes. To have a well-posed problem, the
rank of V⋆[⋆, ∶] must be N⋆. This is achieved if V⋆ is a full column rank matrix and if Ω⋆

R contains the interpolation
points of the exact modes. If the RID is built following the procedure given above, it fulfills this condition. In prac-
tice, the larger the RID the more accurate the hyper-reduced prediction when using an approximated reduced basis as
a substitute to V⋆. Large RID can be obtained by using the k-SWIM algorithm proposed in Reference 35. The number
of modes N⋆ is bounded because of the computational complexity of the Newton-Raphson algorithm applied to solve
Equation (10). The related linear problem has a full matrix of size N⋆. But this linear system is sparse in the original
finite element problem. The computational complexity of reduced linear solution is proportional to N⋆3, compared to
a complexity of order  ⋆ for the finite element problem. In the sequel, we restrict our attention to problems where
N⋆ 3 <  ⋆.

Obviously, the problem ⋆ is purely formal, because the exact reduced basis for displacement is unknown. It could
be built as soon as all information on the component is available (ie, at tC on Figure 1), but this would require Ω⋆ to be
meshed and learning simulations to be run. The computational cost and runtime of these two steps are not affordable
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F I G U R E 3 Decomposition of the displacement field in a square plate with a hole into a macroscopic component uM (plate without a
hole) and a fluctuation part Δuμ.

in a mass production context. In the hyper-reduced DNS, a set of modes is built that approximately spans the same sub-
space as the exact modes. More precisely, two contributions are taken into account, as shown in Figure 3. The horizontal
component of the displacement is plotted on the left of Figure 3 for a 2D plate containing a hole loaded in the horizontal
direction. One can see that the hole has an impact on the plotted field. This displacement field can be written as the sum
of the field without the hole uM and a fluctuation field Δu𝜇. It is worth noting that the latter field has nonzero values only
in the vincinity of the hole. In the following, it is proposed to build two independent ROBs: one for uM and another one
for Δu𝜇. This choice is motivated by the fact that it will be exact when the separate scales assumption is met. Then the first
contribution is a global one. It describes the mechanical behavior of a defect-free component under loadings of interest. It
is assumed that this global contribution can be parameterized by the vector 𝝁G ∈ G of global parameters (see Figure 1).
The so-obtained modes are said “idealized” because they are computed on defect-free structures. Finally, when the com-
ponent is tested at tC, the geometry of the problem is fully known. The complexity of the shapes and spatial distribution
of the voids does not allow for any parameterization at this stage. The second contribution is a local enhancement, taking
into account displacement fluctuations in the vincinity of the voids.

2.3 Idealized empirical modes

Although the voids have no parametric modeling, some features of the targeted problem ⋆ can be parameterized. These
parameters are related to defect-free models. For instance it contains material or loading parameters, gathered in the
vector 𝝁G.

One should underline that the information about the component is provided gradually, as shown on the timeline on
Figure 1. At the end of the mechanical design (at tG) the global parameter space G is defined. At this step, information
about the voids is not available. This means that the problems are defined over a domain ΩG that does not contain defects.

To build the idealized empirical modes, the POD18 is applied to the second order tensor u(x, (t,𝝁G)) obtained by group-
ing t and 𝝁G in a single multidimensional variable. Simulations are run to learn the impact of the global parameters on
the mechanical response. Defect-free modes are built by performing a snapshot POD36 to simulation data generated by
defect-free models.

Let m =
{
𝝁

G
j , j ∈ 1,… ,m

}
be a sampling of m points of G. The first step aims at extracting the effect of the global

parameters. Consequently, m finite element simulations are run. The results are gathered in a matrix of snapshots denoted
QG ∈ R×(NS×m), with QG[∶,NS × (j − 1) + i] = u

(
x, ti,𝝁

G
j

)
, where NS is the number of snapshots saved per simulation

and ti the time at the ith snapshot.  is the number of DOFs of the problem. Applying the singular value decomposition
to QG gives:

QG = VSW T , (11)

where V ∈ R× and W ∈ RNS×NS are orthonormal matrices and S ∈ R×NS is a diagonal matrix. The values in S are the
singular values of QG and are decreasing (ie, if i ≤ j, 𝜆i ≥ 𝜆j, where 𝜆i = Sii). The POD basis with tolerance 𝜀tol is obtained
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by restraining V to its first NG columns. NG is chosen such that :

NG = argmin
j

{
𝜆j+1 < 𝜀tol𝜆1

}
. (12)

The obtained ROB V G ∈ R×NG is termed global reduced order basis (G-ROB). Each column of V G is a global mode.
It is defined over the spatial domain ΩG, corresponding to the defect-free component.

2.4 Component-specific fluctuation modes

The quality of an estimation of the fatigue lifetime depends on the accuracy of the prediction of stress and strain fields
in zones of interest, while accounting for local plasticity. In the current work, the fatigue crack initiation sites are most
likely to be located around the defects. The local mechanical response highly depends on the morphology of the defect
and on the applied loading path. To take these two aspects into account, fluctuation modes are built on-the-fly after the
inspection of the component.

Let Ωd be a spatial domain centered on x0. A void is introduced whose center of gravity is located at x0. The fluc-
tuation induced by this void is defined in Equation (13), where E(t) is the average strain tensor on the domain Ωd (see
Equation (14)).

Δu(x, t) = u(x, t) − E(t).(x − x0). (13)

E(t) = 1
v(Ωd)∫Ωd

𝜺(x, t)dv. (14)

In the current methodology, Ωd is chosen such that the dilute assumption is met, that is, with a very low void volume
fraction (typically 10−5 or 10−6). In Equation (13), the displacement u is obtained by solving a periodic homogeniza-
tion problem. The static uniform boundary condition (SUBC) Δu(x, t) = 0,∀x ∈ 𝜕Ωd

,∀t ∈ [0,T] is used. Because of the
low volume fraction, this SUBC has no impact on the fluctuation field in the vincinity of the defect. The loading is
applied by imposing the evolution of E over time. We assume that the defect do not modify significantly the effective
properties at the scale of the structure. So, this evolution is obtained by extracting the strain path at the defect loca-
tion from a defect-free simulation. Fluctuation modes

(
𝝍

f
k

)
k=1,…,Nf

are then built by applying the POD on the snapshot

matrix of the fluctuation. They are stored in V f . These modes are defined over the fictitious domain Ωd. In the follow-
ing, they are used to enhance the G-ROB. These modes also have the property to have nonzero values only close to the
defect :

∀x ∈ 𝜕Ωd
,∀k ∈

{
1,… ,Nf} ,𝝍 f

k(x) = 0. (15)

In order to build fluctuations well adapted to the component of interest, these fluctuations modes are built on-the-fly.
The strain path at the defect location is extracted from a defect-free calculation. This path is applied as an uniform
macroscopic strain E(t) to Ωd. In an homogenization framework, if scale separation between the defect and the structure
is not achieved, one has to apply a strain gradient to the matrix. For simplicity reasons, this is not done here. Defects
can be very close as shown in Figure 2. In this case, interactions will take place. If fluctuation modes are built inde-
pendently for each defect, these interactions will not be well predicted. It is possible to build fluctuation modes for a
cluster of closely positioned defects. However, this can fail if one can draw a “path” of close defect along the whole
structure.

The fluctuation modes are projected on the component whose spatial domain is Ω⋆. It is assumed that the fluc-
tuation modes have a zero value outside Ωd. If the separate scale assumption is met and the defect is far enough
from the boundary of this domain, the fluctuation modes take zero values on 𝜕Ω⋆. In this case, the approximation
scheme is consistent. However, the methodology presented here has shown good results even if this condition is not
fulfilled.
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2.5 Component-specific calculation

The component-specific simulation can be set as of tC in Figure 1. At this time step, the defect population in the welded
part is known. The first step of the online procedure is to build the component specific fluctuation modes. The computed
fluctuations depend on the loading path applied to the defect, particularly in the case of highly anisotropic defects. To
ensure that the obtained fluctuation modes fit the targeted problem, the loading path at the defects' locations is predicted
by means of an hyper-reduced simulation using only the G-ROB (stored in V G). Once the fluctuation modes in V f are
built, one can run the hyper-reduced calculation of the defective part. The idealized empirical modes are defined on
the domain ΩG that does not contain any defect whereas the fluctuation modes are defined over a fictitious domain Ωd

containing the defect.
If a mesh of the defective part Ω⋆ is available, the modes are transferred to the new mesh and the RID ΩR is built

by applying the discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) on the concatenated ROBs. If no mesh is provided, the
RIDs can be built independently and merged as follows. Applying the DEIM to V I (respectively V f ) provides a set of
magic points in the mesh of ΩG (respectively Ωd). With the elements connected to these magic points, one can build the
RID ΩG

R (respectively Ωd
R) linked to V G (respectively V f ). The RID for the hyperreduced calculation is ΩR = ΩG

R ∪ Ωd
R. If

ΩG
R ∩ Ωd

R ≠ ∅, one may remove the elements linked to the global scale. Both idealized empirical modes and fluctuation
modes are then projected on ΩR. The following matrix V app is obtained :

V app =
[

V G
R |V f

R

]
, (16)

where the matrices with a R subscript correspond to the projections on ΩR of the same matrices defined either on ΩG

or Ωd
.V app is the component-specific reduced order basis (CS-ROB). We recall that N⋆3 should not be higher than  ⋆.

When this limit is reached, we restrict the modeling to the larger defects such that N⋆ 3 <  ⋆. Stress modes can also
provide additional magic points to build the RID. Section 2.6 gives some details on the procedure to build stress modes at
two scales.

Then, it is possible to solve the targeted problem ⋆, by replacing V⋆ to V app, Ω⋆
R by ΩR, ⋆ by  . Solving ⋆

using the HRM now amounts to finding the reduced coordinates 𝜸app that make the equilibrium residual restrained to 
vanish:

V app[ , ∶]Trapp (V app𝛾app) [ ] = 0. (17)

Using this method, it is possible to solve the targeted problem with an hyper-reduced setting that implies a decreased
computational cost. The data workflow with its two contributions to the modes is particularly adapted to the component's
life as described in Figure 1. Indeed, idealized modes at the component scale can be built during the design phase and
enhanced on the fly to compute the lifetime of a tested component. It also circumvents the huge offline phase that was
needed in Section 2.2. Moreover, the building of the RID by concatenating meshes suppresses the difficult task of meshing
the defective component.

2.6 Error indicator

An error indicator for the HROM has been proposed in Reference 37. It relies on specific stress fields, which are
statically admissible to zero (SA0) in a finite element sense. Such a field denoted 𝝈

SA0 should fulfill the following
equations :

∀i ∈
{

1,… ,}
,∫Ω⋆

𝜺(𝝋⋆

i ) ∶ 𝝈
SA0dV = 0, (18)

where Ω⋆ is the simulation domain,  the number of DOFs, and𝝋⋆

i the shape function linked to the ith DOF. SAO fields
can be easily computed from finite elements computations. If no nonzero Neumann BC is applied, the stress fields are
already SA0. If some nonzero Neumann BC is used, one can run a new simulation with for instance a linear elastic con-
stitutive law. The difference between this field and the previously computed stress field is SA0. As proposed in Reference
37, a ROB of SA0 modes is build and stored in the matrix V𝜎 . One can then compute the residual of the projection of the
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current stress state on this ROB:

R(t) = q𝜎
ROM(t) − V𝜎[𝜎, ∶]𝜸⋆(t), where 𝜸

⋆(t) = argmin
𝜸

||q𝜎
ROM(t) − V𝜎[𝜎, ∶]𝜸||, (19)

where q𝜎
ROM(t) is the vector of the stresses at the integration points of the RID, computed via the constitutive equations.

It contains the values of all the stress components at all the Gauss point for time t. 𝜎 is the set of stress components
available in ΩR, at Gauss points. This residual is computed on the RID only, that is why V𝜎[ , ∶] is used in Equation (19).
A norm of this residual is then integrated over time to produce an error indicator:

𝜂𝜎(T) =

√√√√ ∫ T
0 ||R(t)||2dt

∫ T
0 ||q𝜎

ROM(t)||2dt
× 100 [%]. (20)

It is worth underlining that this error indicator depends on the stress ROB that is used. As Equation (19) is restricted
to the RID, the error that is computed is a gappy quadrature one. It has been proven in37 that 𝜂𝜎 is the constitutive relation
error when the materials have a linear elastic behavior, if a convenient norm is used in Equation (20) and if the RID
contains the whole domain.

In the current work, few additional steps are followed to build a convenient ROB. It requires the targeted geometry to
be meshed in order to compute a reconstruction of a SA0 stress field. This field is the sum of several contributions. The
first one is computed on the defect-free structure. The stress field 𝝈G(x, t) obtained during the defect-free computations
is SA in a FE sense. If Neumann BCs are used in the computation, one has to add a correction field to make it SA0.
This correction field can for instance be the opposite of the stress response with a linear elastic material. The second
contribution takes into account the defects by means of a stress fluctuation. This stress fluctuation is defined as follows
on the fictitious domain containing the defect Ωd:

Δ𝝈(x, t) = 𝝈(x, t) − 1
V(Ωd)∫Ωd

𝝈(x, t)dV . (21)

One can then compute the following stress field 𝝈R(x, t):

𝝈
R(x, t) = 𝝈G(x, t) − 𝝈Neumann(x, t) + Δ𝝈(x, t). (22)

If the scale separation assumption is met, the stress field 𝝈R is SA0 on the domain Ω⋆. In the current methodology,
this field will be used to provide an error indicator, even if the assumption fails. The snapshot matrix for this field is
computed with Equation (22). A ROB for this stress field is then built as explained previously and used to compute the
error indicator 𝜂𝜎 . Given a reference full order simulation, one can compute the true error e𝜎 :

e𝜎(T) =

√√√√∫ T
0 ||q𝜎

ROM(t) − q𝜎
FOM(t)||2dt

∫ T
0 ||q𝜎

FOM(t)||2dt
× 100 [%], (23)

where the norms are restricted to the RID. In order to use the error indicator, it needs to be calibrated, that is, a constant
c𝜂 must be computed so that:

e𝜎(t) = c𝜂 × 𝜂𝜎(t). (24)

To perform this calibration, it is proposed to compute the first time step t1 of the structure containing the defects with
a full order model and with the hyper-reduced model. The calibration constant is then given by c𝜂 = e𝜎(t1)∕𝜂𝜎(t1).

3 IMPACT OF DEFECT SIZE ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE METHOD

In this section, the present methodology is applied to investigate the effect of the size of the defects in a welded joint. For
sake of reproducibility, a fully parametric case is studied. After a quick review on the simulation set up in Section 3.1,
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F I G U R E 4 Butt joint geometry and loading applied. FZ is Fusion Zone and BM is Base Metal. The Bottom line is a node set of interest
to study mesh convergence [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Section 3.2 presents results with different defect sizes, proving that the methodology can be applied even when the scale
separation assumption fails. All mechanical calculations are run with the Z-Set software suite.38,39

3.1 Simulations setup

Geometry and loading

The geometry of the weld is idealized as shown in Figure 4. The plane strain assumption provides a 2D problem. We
consider a 20 mm × 2 mm welded plate. The trapezoidal Fusion Zone (FZ) is at the center of the plate and has straight
sides. Its upper- and lower-width are 2 mm and 1 mm, respectively. In an industrial context, one would like to predict the
lifetime of the component to check if the defect will cause an early failure. In the current example, a tensile loading is
applied. The normal displacement is set to zero on the left edge of the part. Rigid body motion is fixed by blocking the
second displacement on the bottom left node. The loading is applied on the right edge as a prescribed displacement. This
loading has a triangular shape with an amplitude of 0.06 mm and a zero-mean value. No stress is applied to the top and
bottom sides of the joint. The number of computed cycles is set to 20. A Newton-Raphson scheme is used to solve the
equilibrium at each time step.

Materials

Two different material behaviors are considered for the Base Metal (BM) and the FZ. The mechanical behavior that is
identified for Ti-6Al-4V in Reference 40 has been used for the BM. It relies on von Mises rate-independent plasticity
involving a nonlinear isotropic hardening and two nonlinear kinematic hardening variables. The FZ exhibits a marten-
sitic microstructure, whose mechanical behavior has been identified from in-house strain controlled cyclic tests. For the
FZ, von Mises plasticity is used along with two nonlinear kinematic hardening variables and no isotropic hardening. The
hardening equations are :

Strain partition 𝜺 = 𝜺e + 𝜺p. (25)

Elastic constitutive law 𝝈 = C ∶ 𝜺e. (26)

Second invariant of the stress tensor J2(𝝈) =
√

3
2

dev(𝝈) ∶ dev(𝝈). (27)

Yield function f (𝝈,X1,X2,R) = J2 (𝝈 − X1 − X2) − R. (28)

Cumulated plastic strain p = ∫
T

0

√
2
3
�̇�

p(t) ∶ �̇�p(t)dt. (29)

Kinematic hardening Ẋ i =
2
3

Ci�̇�
p − 𝛾iX iṗ. (30)

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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T A B L E 1 Cyclic behavior coefficients for the different materials

Material Young's modulus (MPa) R0 (MPa) C1 (MPa) C2 (MPa) 𝜸1 𝜸2 Q (MPa) b

Base Metal 120 350 576 135 000 15 840 750 96 185 71

Fusion Zone 110 000 407 536 000 111 430 1 450 300 — —

Isotropic hardening R(p) = R0 + Q(1 − e−bp). (31)

Kuhn-Tucker conditions ṗf = 0 ; ṗ ≥ 0 ; f ≤ 0. (32)

Equations (25) to (32) constitute the operator 𝓐 which was defined earlier in Equation (2). In the following, these
equations are integrated with a forward Euler method.

Table 1 summarizes the values of material coefficients. The Poisson ratio of both materials is set to 𝜈 = 0.32. In this
paper, a noncoupled approach is applied to assess the fatigue lifetime of the component.41 This means that damage
is not taken into account in the material's behavior, and that the number of cycles to initiation will be computed by
post-processing the stabilized mechanical response.41 This stabilized response is considered to be reached after 20 cycles.
The fatigue life estimation is not presented here. The comparison of the simulations will be made by considering the
cyclic stress-strain curves. It is possible to apply the HRM to models with internal length as done in Reference 42 with
Cosserat elasticity. This can be useful to regularize damage laws. However, it is worth underlining that, given the ROB
building assumptions, the damage will be fairly predicted during the initiation steps. The current procedure will certainly
give wrong results once the damage has an impact at the global scale.

3.1.1 Meshes

The meshes are generated using the Gmsh meshing tool.43 Quadratic triangular elements with reduced integration (4
Gauss points) are used. The mesh of the butt joint is controlled by two parameters: the size of the elements in the FZ and
at the edge of the butt joint. The latter is fixed at 0.5 mm. The mesh has been refined until it reaches convergence which
is achieved for an element size of 0.025 mm in the FZ. With this size, both gradient and maximum value of plastic strain
do not change when element size is divided by 2.

3.2 Hyper-reduced simulations with varying defect size

Simulations have been carried out for four butt joints with circular defects of different sizes as shown in Figure 5. The
position of the defect is held constant in all simulations.

3.2.1 Offline phase

In the learning phase, a ROM database that contains the global modes is built. In the following, the global parameters are
kept constant equal to 𝝁G

0 . In this learning simulation, only 1 out of 20 cycles is computed to build the snapshot matrix.

R = 0 .05 mm R = 0 .1 mm R = 0 .25 mm R = 0 .3 mm

F I G U R E 5 Different configurations of defects considered. R is the radius of the defect. The height of the joint is 2 mm. The defect is
located at the half height of the joint and offset by 0.1 mm to the right [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Global mode 1

Global mode 2

Fluctuation mode 1

Fluctuation mode 2

U1 U2

0-1 1

F I G U R E 6 Component-specific reduced order basis obtained for the biggest defect (R = 0.3 mm). The first two modes are global
modes computed on a defect-free structure. The last two modes are fluctuations modes computed on a defect embedded in an infinite matrix.
One can observe that in this case, the fluctuations computed for the defect have nonzero values on the boundary of the domain

A

B C

F I G U R E 7 Reduced integration domain obtained for the biggest defect. The reduced integration domain (RID) is in yellow, the Fusion
Zone in red and the Base Metal in blue. The RID contains only 282 of the 14 989 elements of the initial mesh. Points labeled A, B, and C are
used in the following to compare the mechanical response obtained with the hyper-reduced order model to the full order model reference

Longer cyclic simulations do not improve the accuracy of the idealized modes. The learning simulation is post-processed
to build the G-ROB. This ROB contains two modes represented as Modes 1 and 2 on Figure 6. The first mode presents a
quite linear response. The second one underlines the interface between the FZ and the BM. Modes 1 and 2 are computed
on a defect free structure and transferred to the mesh containing a defect as represented in Figure 6. Usual finite element
shape functions are used to transfer modes form a mesh to an other.

Fluctuation modes

The fluctuation modes are built on-the-fly. A first hyper-reduced simulation of a defect-free structure is performed. The
strain path at the defect location is extracted from this simulation and applied to the defect embedded in an infinite matrix.
Fluctuation modes are then built by applying the POD on the displacement fluctuations induced by the defect. As the
defect position and shape are held constant in this section, the fluctuation modes are built only once and then scaled to
fit the size of the considered defect. The obtained modes are shown as Modes 3 and 4 on Figure 6. This figure corresponds
to the case of the biggest defect. The fluctuation modes are built on a fictitious square domain Ωd. They take a zero value
on 𝜕Ωd, but once scaled and transferred to the structure this is no longer the case. This shows that at least for the biggest
defect, the scales are not separate.

Once the modes from the two contributions are concatenated, the RID can be built as explained in Section 2.5. Figure 7
provides a view of the obtained RID for the biggest defect.
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3.2.2 Hyper-reduced computations

Twenty cycles are computed with both HROM and full order model (FOM). FOM is used here as reference for validation.
In the current fatigue framework, two quantities of interest (QoI) are studied. The first one is the von Mises equivalent
stress 𝜎VM and the second one is the cumulated plastic strain p. Relative error indicators are defined in Equation (33) and
(34). In these expressions, the superscript ROM stands for values computed with the HROM whereas superscript FOM
corresponds to values computed with the full order model.

𝜉𝜎(x, t) =
|𝝈FOM

VM (x, t) − 𝝈ROM
VM (x, t)|

𝝈
FOM
VM (x, t)

× 100 [%]. (33)

𝜉p(x, t) =
|pFOM(x, t) − pFOM(x, t)|

max
x∈ΩR

pFOM(x, t)
× 100 [%]. (34)

Figure 8 provides a chart to compare the results obtained with the FOM and the reduced order model. Each marker on
the chart corresponds to an integration point of the whole domain. The x-coordinate of the marker is the QoI obtained with
the FOM, and the y-coordinate is the value obtained with the HROM. The values are computed at the last loading peak.
Should the HROM be perfect, all points would lie on the diagonal line drawn in black. If a point is located in the upper-left
(respectively lower-right) part of the chart, this means that the HROM overestimates (respectively underestimates) the
QoI. Only the case of the largest void (R = 0.3 mm) is shown here. One can observe that the QoIs are well predicted. As
the radius of the defect increases, the points are more and more scattered around the diagonal line. For the points that
are highly loaded (at the top right of the chart), the prediction remains very satisfying with a tendency of overestimation
of the von Mises stress. The maximum relative errors are observed for von Mises stress values around 400 MPa, which is
close to the yield stress of the material. In this zone, the HROM underestimates the equivalent stress. This means that the
predicted plastic zone is slightly smaller.

Figure 9 displays the stress-stain loops at the last cycle at the points labeled A, B, and C on Figure 7. One can observe
that the HROM provides a very good approximation of the local mechanical response inside (points A and C). Outside
the RID (point B), stress strain loops in the 11 and 22 directions are better predicted than the 12 direction. The results

F I G U R E 8 Error charts displaying the reference value vs the hyper-reduced prediction of the two quantities of interest for each Gauss
point of the whole domain at the last loading peak. Only the case of the largest void (R = 0.3 mm) is shown [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 9 Stress-strain
loops for points A,B, and C
shown in Figure 7 [Colour figure
can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

T A B L E 2 Tested configurations and CPU times

Configuration Offline phase Cyclic calculation Speedups Errors (%)

Case R (mm) Macroscopic (s) Defect (s) HROM (s) FOM (s) No Dictionary Dictionary 𝜉max
𝜎 𝜉max

p e𝜎 c𝜂𝜂𝜎

1 0.05 195 38 25 9480 150 379 2.6 3.8 1.2 0.9

2 0.1 195 38 15 7278 137 485 2.9 5.8 2.1 1.7

3 0.25 195 38 26 2507 39 96 11.2 5.8 3.9 3.8

4 0.3 195 38 27 2197 33 81 15.8 4.6 4.6 4.5

Note: All statistically significant values are provided in bold.
Abbreviations: FOM, full order model; HROM, hyper-reduced order model.

are presented for the biggest defect. In this case, the scales are obviously not separate but the local enhancement by the
fluctuation is sufficient to compute a satisfying result. In all other treated cases, the HROM predicts the stress-strain loops
very well.

Table 2 summarizes the computational costs of the presented simulations. Two speedups are computed. The first one,
termed “No dictionary,” considers that the fluctuation modes are not available beforehand. The given value is then the
ratio of the central processing unit (CPU) time for the full order simulation by the CPU time of the fluctuation modes
computation and online phase of the methodology. The second speedup denoted “Dictionary” is computed as if all ROBs
were available. It is the CPU time for the full order simulation divided by the CPU time needed for the hyper-reduced
simulation. The obtained speedups ranging from 30 to 500 are very satisfying given the low error that is observed. The
method is more efficient for small defects. Indeed, the smaller the defect the bigger the mesh. When using the Galerkin

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 10 View of the considered geometry
(top). The Fusion Zone is in red and the Base Metal in
blue. Loading is applied by imposing a longitudinal
displacement on the green nodes. Rigid body motion is
fixed by setting to zero the needed displacements on the
black nodes. The normal stresses on the four other sides
is zero. The defects introduced in the welded joint are
viewed from the side (bottom left) and from above
(bottom right). Defects 1 and 2 are spherical with
respective radii of 100 μm and 200 μm. Defects 3 and 4
come from a nondestructive inspection of welded joint

POD, by choosing ΩR = Ω, the speedup obtained for the larger defect (case 4) is only 4, when using a dictionary of fluc-
tuation modes. Table 2 also provides some values to quantify the error. 𝜉max

𝜎 is the maximum relative error in von Mises
stress at the last peak of loading computed on the RID. e𝜎 is the error computed by comparison with the full order simu-
lation as presented in Equation (23). Finally, c𝜂𝜂𝜎 is the error indicator provided by the HROM, calibrated as explained in
Section 2.6. All three indicators increase as the radius of the defect increases. As expected, 𝜉max

𝜎 and 𝜉max
p which provide a

local error are greater than e𝜎 and c𝜂𝜂𝜎 that are integrated over the RID. The error indicator of the HROM slightly under-
estimates e𝜎 . It is worth noting that the three former indicators require the full order calculation to be computed whereas
the latter only needs one time step for calibration.

4 COMPUTATION ON A REALISTIC 3D WELDED JOINT VIA
IMAGE-BASED MODELING

4.1 Position of the problem

In this section, the presented method is applied to a realistic 3D welded joint, via image-based modeling. The considered
geometry is a butt joint with dimensions 20 mm × 1.5 mm × 3 mm (W × H × D). The shape of the FZ directly comes from
a metallographic observation (see Reference 44 for a thorough metallurgical study of this type of welded joints). Figure 10
provides a view of the geometry. The meshes used in this section are generated with Gmsh.43 The used elements are
quadratic tetrahedra with reduced integration. The full order problem has 795 738 DOFs. A cyclic loading is applied during
50 cycles with a displacement amplitude of 0.1 mm, which corresponds to a macroscopic strain of ±0.5%. The material
constitutive laws are the same as in the previous section (see Table 1). Four defects are introduced in this structure as
displayed in Figure 10. Two defects are spherical and the others directly come from the nondestructive inspection of a
welded joint: Defect 3 is made of two quasi-spherical parts merged by a small ligament and Defect 4 has a lens shape.

4.2 Numerical results

The G-ROB is obtained by postprocessing the simulation of 1 cycle of a defect-free structure (300 000 DOFs). Three modes
are obtained. An hyper-reduced simulation with the G-ROB only is run to extract the loading path at each defect location.

F I G U R E 11 View of the reduced integration domain for the
three-dimensional case [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Defect 3

Defect 4

Defect 2

Defect 1

FOM HROM

0.350. 0.7

p [− ]

F I G U R E 12 Field of cumulated
plastic strain p at the end of the
simulation for the full order model on
the left and the hyper-reduced direct
numerical simulation on the right

F I G U R E 13 Stress strain loops at the point C located close to the third defect. The map on bottom left corner displays the cumulated
plastic strain in the plane normal to z going through the center of gravity of the defect 3. The map at the bottom shows the 𝜉p error indicator
on the reduced integration domain around the defect 3
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F I G U R E 14 Error charts displaying the reference value
(
𝜎FOM

VM
)

of the von
Mises equivalent stress versus the hyper-reduced prediction

(
𝜎ROM

VM
)

for each
Gauss point of the reduced integration domain at the last peak of loading. The
color of the marker is linked to relative error 𝜉𝜎

The fluctuation modes are then built by applying independently this loading paths to the defects embedded in a cubic
box. The CS-ROB is built by concatenating the G-ROB and the fluctuation modes. It contains 15 modes (3 from G-ROB
+ 3 fluctuation modes × 4 defects). Fluctuations modes have been computed separately, in parallel, for each defect.

Figure 11 shows the obtained RID in red. The whole domain is shown in light gray.
Figure 12 provides a view of the cumulated plastic strain field around the defects. On each face of the skin of the

defects is plotted the cumulated plastic strain value at the closest integration point. One can observe that the plasticity is
developed in the same zones for both simulations.

Figure 13 presents the local stress strain loops for the point C which is close to the third defect. The stress-strain loops
are well rendered for all components for the directions 11, 12, and 31. The 31 and 23 shears have very small values. The
opening of the 22 loop is well predicted but it overestimates the stresses. The map at the bottom left of the Figure 13
displays the cumulated plastic strain in the plane of normal z going through the center of gravity of the defect. The second
map at the bottom gives the error 𝜉p on the cumulated plastic strain. This error is under 10 % around the defect.

Figure 14 presents the error chart obtained for this calculation. Each point represents one integration point at the last
loading peak. One can see that the von Mises equivalent stress is well predicted by the HROM. The most loaded points all
present a relative error lower than 10%. In this case, the HROM has a tendency to underestimate the von Mises equivalent
stress.

The error estimation procedure presented in Section 2.6 has been followed by adding a stress fluctuation per defect.
The obtained estimation after calibration is 5.7%. The true error computed with Equation (23) is 6.8%. Once again the
provided error indicator underestimates the true error.

Two speedups are computed : when considering only the cyclic calculation, the speedup is 1922. If the building of the
fluctuation modes is taken into account for the online time, the speedup is 275.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A combinatorial reduced order modeling by using defect-free structural modes and defect-specific modes related to local
strain fluctuations around each defect has been developed. All coupling terms between these modes are taken into account
via an hyper-reduced direct numerical simulation. The reduced mesh involved in this model can be built without consid-
ering the full mesh of the component and its defects. The defect-free structural modes can be computed beforehand. Few
modes are computed on the fly to enrich locally the HROM with information from the computed tomography.

The present methodology provides a way of dealing with image-based models that cannot be fully parameterized in a
model order reduction framework. The computation of fluctuation modes on the fly enables an enhancement of the ROM
to fit a particular problem. Of course, this enhancement is possible using the local fluctuations induced by the defect.
This methodology can be extended to other mesoscopic features such as inclusions or small cracks or notches.
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From a computational cost point of view, the presented methodology takes advantage of the design calculations to
build the G-ROB. The fluctuation modes are built out of straightforward simulations of defects in a cubic box. On the
whole, the size of the biggest problem to deal with is reduced and this can be interesting in a production context when
high performance computing facilities are not available. The obtained speedups are very satisfying given the error. It is
worth noting that the obtained speedups can be improved if the fluctuation modes were previously computed. Indeed,
in the online time, building the modes requires more CPU time than running the hyper-reduced calculation. One of the
main outlooks is to find a way to build a priori the fluctuation modes to improve the speedups.
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